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Emotional Georgia
Harrison breaks down in
tears on Dubai beach as
she is seen for the first
time since her ex
Stephen Bear's
revenge-porn arrest

Dancing On Ice's
Denise Van Outen is
taken to hospital after
dislocating her shoulder
during rehearsals
putting her place on the
show in jeopardy

'I keep that part of our
life private': Frankie
Bridge gives a rare
insight into being a
stepmother to husband
Wayne's oldest son
Jaydon

TOWIE's Demi Sims
shares a kiss with Too
Hot To Handle star
Francesca Farago as
the bikini-clad pair
CONFIRM their romance
in Dubai 

Cruz Beckham, 15,
baffles fans by flogging
damaged, one-off Louis
Vuitton hoodie on resale
site for £110k... after his
parents' pal Kim Jones
gifted him the top

Driving into the new
year: How to keep your
car in tip top condition
in 2021
AD FEATURE

The Masked Singer:
Glenn Hoddle is
revealed as the
Grandfather Clock as
former England
manager is the latest
star to be unmasked
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Texas woman who Facebook streamed Capitol riots filmed inside
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Scout Willis
showcases her
incredible figure in a red
one-piece swimsuit as
she hits the beach in
Malibu with her pup
Grandma

Lily James shares an
on-screen kiss with her
handsome co-star... just
DAYS before the film
was halted when a
fellow actor caught
coronavirus

The Crown's Gillian
Anderson is 'bemused'
by the speed of her ex-
partner's new romance
with film producer
Jemima Khan... as the
pair 'move in together'

Katie Price takes son
Harvey, 18, to look at
residential colleges
after revealing her
'heartbreaking' decision
to put him into full-time
care

Saira Khan
UNFOLLOWS Loose
Women's Nadia
Sawalha, Jane Moore
and Kaye Adams... after
saying she 'tolerated'
some of her co-stars

Ariana Grande
stretches out in a slinky
black bodysuit and
fishnets... as she
celebrates her new
34+35 remix with Doja
Cat

Prince Andrew asked
online troll to help
discredit his sex
accuser: Duke of York's
adviser approached  to
ex-model who claimed
Virginia Roberts picture
was faked

Bianca Gascoigne
reveals new 'smaller
boobs' and say she is
'so happy' following
surgery to replace them
after one of her implants
burst

New year, new YOU!
Check out these 10 top
health and wellness
ideas for kicking bad
habits for good 
AD FEATURE

EXCLUSIVE  Stephen
Bear is RELEASED from
custody after Heathrow 
arrest - before breaking
Dubai quarantine with
mystery blonde 

'I love you so much':
Kate Moss' daughter
Lila Grace, 18, shares
sweet throwback snap
with supermodel mum
as she marks her 47th
birthday 

Chloe Ferry puts on a
VERY cheeky display as
she showcases her pert
derriere in a thong bikini
on the beach before
posing in skimpy two-
piece in Dubai

'I'm a human being
just like everybody
else': EastEnders'

Texas woman who Facebook streamed Capitol riots filmed inside
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Jessica Plummer
addresses her explosive
public row with her ex-
partner Jaz Hutchins

Michelle Keegan is the
spitting image of Cheryl
as she wears singer's
2009 Fight For This
Love costume in
throwback snap

Thelma & Louise for
the MeToo generation:
Promising Young
Woman shows men
aren't the only violent
sex and Carey Mulligan
is tipped to win Oscar

Georgia Harrison
shares tearful clip
following Stephen
Bear's arrest as she
admits the 'win doesn't
feel good' after 'revenge
porn'

Ashley James shows
off her postpartum
figure as she admits
she's 'fascinated' by
how her body has
changed one week after
giving birth to her son

'I needed professional
help': Mel C candidly
reflects on her battle
with depression as she
tells fans to 'never be
embarrassed' about
mental health

Pregnant Laura
Whitmore bundles up in
a fluffy brown jacket as
she joins husband Iain
Stirling on a dog walk

Very cosy! Queen
hopes to plug a
£64million hole in the
Royal finances by
flogging bed socks... for
£69 a pair

'Trust me the situation
is critical': This
Morning's Dr Ranj gives
alarming insight into the
state of his hospital as
he reveals staff are at
'breaking point'

'I'll never be fully
happy': Rylan Clark-
Neal admits he still feels
'insecure' about his
looks after being called
the 'fat ginger kid' by
school bullies

Furious villagers slam
Star Wars bosses as
massive film set for Obi-
Wan Kenobi spin-off TV
series starring Ewan
McGregor arrives at
disused quarry

EXCLUSIVE  Real
Housewives of Dallas
star Kary Brittingham
reveals why she's fallen
out with former co-star
LeeAnne Locken again

Kimberley Garner
sizzles in a skimpy
geometric bikini and red
slip dress as she hits
the beach on sun-
soaked getaway to
Miami

Texas woman who Facebook streamed Capitol riots filmed inside
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Christie Brinkley sings
she's 'Swimmin' In The
Rain' as she splashes
around in the ocean
during a light drizzle

Newly-engaged Mollie
King flashes her
diamond ring as she
makes a chic arrival at
Radio 1 in a silk scarf...
after cricketer beau
Stuart Broad proposed

'It's killed me':
Exhausted Stacey
Solomon takes a step
back from social media
as she struggles with
her infant son Rex's
restless sleep patterns

EXCLUSIVE  Makeup-
free Braunwyn
Windham-Burke is seen
for the first time since
her husband was seen
getting 'handsy' with
new girlfriend

Eyal Booker insists his
enraged display was a
cry of PAIN from
'smacking his hand' and
denies claims of row
with tearful girlfriend
Delilah Belle Hamlin 

Amber Rose highlights
her curves in black
leggings as she and her
babydaddy Alexander
'AE' Edwards take a
shopping trip to an LA
mall

EastEnders' Maisie
Smith is pictured for the
first time since it was
revealed she has QUIT
the soap after 13 years
playing Tiffany Butcher

'Thank you for letting
me be part of it': Coleen
Rooney pays tribute to
husband Wayne with
gushing post as the
England star retires
after an incredible 19-
year career

Camila Alves reveals
she and Matthew
McConaughey have
adopted yet ANOTHER
dog: 'This little one has
a home now!'

Naomi Watts reveals
the horrifying moment
her magpie co-star
pooped in her MOUTH
on the first day of
filming her new movie
Penguin Bloom

Stephen Bear is
mercilessly mocked by
followers for jeering
tweet about avoiding
the UK's lockdown by
being in Dubai after
revenge-porn arrest

Rooney Mara keeps it
casual and layers up in
a plain black sweater
and sweatpants as she
goes on a solo hike
through the hills of Los
Angeles

Cannibal' Armie

Texas woman who Facebook streamed Capitol riots filmed inside
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Hammer posted about
love of 'sexy' meat as
Hollywood publicist
says his cheating meant
everyone assumed he
was in an open marriage

Delilah Belle Hamlin
puts on a very cheeky
display in a semi-sheer
white lace lingerie set
with daises as she
poses in bed
seductively 

Pregnant Vanderpump
Rules star Lala Kent
drapes baby bump in
stylish maternity
jumpsuit and a baseball
cap as she enjoys a
juice in LA

Jennifer Lopez puts
her washboard abs on
display in a white tank
top for a workout at the
gym... as fiancé Alex
Rodriguez hits the gym
on his own

Joshua Jackson wraps
up in snappy fleece-
lined jacket and wife
Jodie Turner-Smith
rocks floral print
padded coat as they
stroll in NYC

Jesy Nelson gives an
insight into her
newfound free time as
she binges on
Bridgerton... a month
after quitting Little Mix
for her mental health 

Laurence Fox sparks
Covid face mask row
after showing off
'exemption badge' he
bought from Amazon

Harry's 'heartbreak'
over Megxit: Duke is
distraught over 'painful'
royal rift that has left
'hurt feelings on all
sides', their ITV friend
Tom Bradby says 

Kelly Osbourne puts
on a statuesque display
as she slips her toned
figure into little black
dress and returns to set
for new pilot with Adam
Lambert

Ryan Seacrest's ex
Shayna Taylor covers
up her fit figure in a
cream beach kimono as
she relaxes in the
sunshine during Tulum
getaway

Bachelor's Lauren
Burnham jokes about
rumors that she has
separated from husband
Arie Luyendyk Jr... after
announcing they're
expecting twins

Mis-Teeq's Su-Elise
Nash is PREGNANT!
Singer, 39, announces
she's expecting a baby
boy with partner Ryan
St David Jones

'I tried and my ankles
said no!' Amber Gill
tells fan to 'f**k off' after
FAILING the 'Buss It
Challenge' as her knees
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